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President’s Message 

Hello TN AFS Members, 
Another year is almost in the books and it has been an 
eventful, educational, and productive one for me as your 
Chapter President. I would like to thank everyone for 
your efforts to keep the chapter moving forward and I 
would like to give a huge thank you to Mike Bramlett 
(Past President), Travis Scott (President Elect) and Joyce 
Coombs (Secretary/Treasurer), the members of our 
executive committee. They have been very helpful in 
guiding the overall direction of the chapter. 
The TN Chapter began the year by hosting the 2013 
Southern Division AFS meeting. There were 220 oral 
presentations and 47 posters and 425 registered 
attendees. The meeting was a great success due to the 
numerous members who helped organize, run, attend, 
moderate, present, and donate to the meetings. A special 
thanks goes to Dave Rizzuto for serving as the general 
chair of the meeting. Though they require a huge amount 
of work, these conferences are a great mechanism to 
expose Tennessee and the TN Chapter members to the 
broader fisheries efforts going on in the southeastern US. 
For me, the business of the TN AFS Chapter began after 
the SD AFS meeting. In addition to standard on-going 
Chapter business activities, we have focused our efforts 
on several projects. First, I have been attending meetings 
of the Tennessee Conservation Funding Imitative. This 
effort, led by the professional resource management and 
conservation organization within the state, is focused on 
developing ways to ensure stable, long-term funding for 
Tennessee natural resource management. This is a large 
undertaking and may take years to accomplish, but could 
have a very positive outcome for the lands and waters for 
Tennessee. 
Another project that we have been working on is the 
redevelopment of the TN AFS Chapter website. To 
improve the TN AFS website, we have developed and 
are in the final phase of testing a new website hosted by 
the Southern Division of the AFS. The new site can be 
found at http://sdafs.org/tnafs/. In addition to eliminating 
costs associated with hosting our own website, 
integrating our information within the southern division 
website will hopefully foster more interaction of 

information among the Southern Division and its 
Chapters and Student Sub-units. 
Improvements to information management and 
communication service are highlighted by: 

• More	  comprehensive	  and	  easier	  to
update	  content	  

• Integration	  of	  the	  TN-‐AFS	  Google	  group
in	  order	  to	  increase	  communications	  and	  
feedback	  from	  members	  

• Creation	  of	  a	  new	  chapter	  email
(TennesseeAFS@gmail.com)	  that	  can	  be	  
passed	  down	  to	  subsequent	  presidents	  
to	  aid	  in	  organizing	  contacts	  and	  
retaining	  an	  email	  history	  of	  Chapter	  
business.	  

• Inclusion	  of	  a	  password	  protected
member	  information	  area	  with	  content	  
such	  as	  meeting	  minutes,	  budgets,	  and	  
job	  postings	  available	  only	  to	  members	  

• New	  areas	  for	  member	  profiles	  and
sponsor	  listings	  

• Integration	  of	  the	  Chapter	  Newsletter
into	  blog	  posts	  to	  allow	  content	  to	  be	  
available	  to	  search	  engines.	  

The new TN Chapter website is a work-in-progress, so I 
would very much appreciate constructive feedback to 
help improve the site for all member needs.  
The final major effort is the planning of the 2014 TN 
Chapter Meeting. I am pleased to announce that we will 
be having a joint meeting with the Mississippi AFS 
Chapter to be held at Pickwick State Park on March 18 
to 20th. Our president-Elect, Travis Scott is organizing 
this meeting along with Wes Neal from Mississippi. We 
will need volunteers to help with different aspects of this 
meeting, so expect a call for help as we get closer to the 
meeting time. 
I appreciate the opportunity to serve as the Chapter 
President and am consistently impressed by the breadth 
and depth of the excellent work that is going on in 
Tennessee to protect and enhance the fisheries resources 
of this great state. Thank you for all of your hard work 
and dedication. I look forward to seeing everyone at the 
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Chapter Meeting this upcoming spring. If there is 
anything you would like to discuss, you can reach me at 
the new Chapter email, TennesseeAFS@gmail.com or at 
615-461-0010. 

Have a great holiday season and see you in the spring. 

-- Jim Parham 

Chapter Annual Meeting 
We are pleased to announce that our annual chapter 
meeting with be held in conjunction with the Mississippi 
AFS Chapter.  
Mississippi AFS has a website with tentative schedule 
for the meeting, http://mississippiafs.org/web/
meeting.htm 
Where: at Pickwick Landing State Park near Counce, 
Tennessee. For more information about the Park check 
this site, http://tnstateparks.com/parks/about/pickwick-
landing 
When: March 18-20, 2014 
Registration: Registration fee will be $60.00 ($75 after 
March 4th) professional and $30.00 student.  
Lodging: Plenty of accommodations are available at 
Pickwick landing State Park. Reservations can be made 
by calling the park at (800)250-8615 and letting the 
clerk know you are with MS-TN AFS Annual Meeting. 
Rooms in the hotel are $70 plus tax. Although there are 
cabin and camping opportunities at the park, we 
encourage attendees to stay in the hotel, as the cabins 
and camping are not located near the meeting venue. 
Reservations need to be made by Feb. 1, 2014. 
Meals and Events: Registration will cover the Tuesday 
night social, Wednesday night banquet, and breaks. 
Other meals are on your own. The Pickwick Landing 
State Park restaurant is excellent and affordable and is 
open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  
Additional Information: There is time for 54 
presentations. Presentations will begin March 19, 2014. 
There is a link on the website to submit abstracts. There 
is a social on the evening of March 18 and a banquet on 
the 19th. There will be an auction, so please begin to 
collect items for donation. 
Chapter business meetings will take place the afternoon 
of March 20th. 
First Call For Papers: Mississippi and Tennessee 
Chapter members and associates are invited to submit 
abstracts for presentations and posters describing their 
fisheries research and management activities. Oral 
presentations will be made in a series of Technical 
Sessions on Wednesday and Thursday as necessary. 
Program will not be finalized until after all abstracts are 
received. Participants will be directed to the final 
meeting program as soon as it is available. Participation 
and attendance by students, inactive members and other 
interested people is strongly encouraged. Submission 
deadline for abstracts for contributed papers and the 
poster session is February 7, 2014. Abstracts will be 
submitted electronically via the Mississippi Chapter's 
webpage, which can be accessed through the Abstract 

Submission and Information page: 
http://mississippiafs.org/web/firstcall_2014.html. We 
will add all of this information to the Chapter website 
and announce additional information as it becomes 
available through our email groups. For more 
information, please contact us at 
TennesseeAFS@gmail.com 

Nominations and Awards 

The Tennessee Chapter of the American Fisheries 
Society Nominations and Awards Committee is 
soliciting nominations for the following awards: 

1) Lifetime Achievement Award
2) Outstanding Fisheries Scientist
3) Distinguished Service Award
4) Friends of Fisheries Award

Criteria for these awards are: 

Lifetime Achievement Award  
Nominees should either be retired or within five years of 
retirement and have had a long history of significant 
contributions. 

Outstanding Fisheries Scientist   
To be bestowed on biologists in their early to mid career 
for making significant contributions over several years 
or in the past year. 

Distinguished Service Award  
To be bestowed on individuals that served as a Chapter 
officer for more than five years or served the chapter as 
chair of a long-standing Chapter committee for more 
than five years. 

Friends of Fisheries Award  
This award shall be made to non-Chapter member(s) 
who have distinguished themselves by service or 
commitment to the Chapter or the fisheries resources of 
Tennessee. 

Also, the Tennessee Chapter of the American Fisheries 
Society Nominations and Awards Committee is 
soliciting nominations for the following Chapter officer 
position: President-elect. 

Please submit all nominations to Hayden Mattingly 
(HMattingly@tntech.edu), Awards by January 10, 2014 
and President-elect by January 21, 2014. 

Announcing the new TN AFS Chapter 
Website 

Please visit our newly created TN AFS Chapter Website. 
http://sdafs.org/tnafs/. As a member-driven organization, 
we need everyone’s help in making sure the information 
and content is accurate and up-to-date. The website is a 
work in progress, so we very much would like to hear 
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your thoughts and comments on how to improve it. 
Additionally, if you have information or pictures that we 
could use, please send them to us for inclusion. 
Some things we would like to include that you could 
help with: 
Pictures: These could be of past meetings, awards, or 
general Tennessee fisheries images.  
Newspaper clippings or links: To events sponsored or 
supported by TN AFS. These could include things like 
Kid’s fishing events or stream clean ups. 
Member Profiles: If you would like to highlight 
yourself, we would be glad to include your information.  
Meeting Sponsors: If you know of an organization who 
would contribute to sponsoring the annual chapter 
meetings, we would like to acknowledge them with their 
business information. 
Chapter History: We are working to digitize our 
chapter’s historical documents, if you have any other 
information please let us know. 
Other Information: If you have anything else that 
would be of interest to the membership, feel free to let us 
know about it and we will see if we can add it into the 
site. 
If you have anything to include in the Chapter website, 
please contact us at TennesseeAFS@ gmail.com or call 
Jim Parham at 615-461-0010. 
 
TWRA Fisheries Division 
 
The Fisheries Division has had a few changes this year.  
David Roddy joined the Division early in the year as the 
statewide hatchery coordinator and aquatic nuisance 
species coordinator.  David has been with the Agency for 
decades, most recently as hatchery manager of 
Springfield Fish Hatchery.  Recently Tim Churchill, our 
longtime Reservoir Coordinator, was promoted to Chief 
of TWRA’s Real Estate Division.  Although he has new 
responsibilities, he is just down the hall and always 
ready to talk about fish.  With Tim’s departure we have a 
vacant reservoir coordinator position. 
 
The invasion of Asian carp is ongoing, and provides 
many new challenges.  Biologists are sampling waters 
throughout west and middle Tennessee to determine 
their distribution.  We have yet to see many young fish 
so there are still lots of questions to be answered about 
where they are reproducing and if some populations are 
non-reproducing migrants.  In TN, silver carp are known 
to be reproducing and abundant in the Mississippi River 
and tributaries.   They are abundant in Reelfoot, 
Kentucky, and Barkley lakes, and becoming more 
common in Cheatham and Old Hickory reservoirs.  We 
know little how and where they are reproducing.  It is 
possible that some fish are migrating through the locks 
from known reproducing populations.  We have been 
developing our expertise in aging carp otoliths; it 
appears that these 15-lb, 30-inch fish are only 3 years 
old.    
   
-- Frank Fiss 
 

TWRA Region I Fisheries  
 
We continued maintenance of deep water fish attractors 
established lakewide and established additional shallow 
water fish attractors in September and October.  That 
program is very popular with the anglers.  We have 
recorded GPS coordinates for our deep water fish 
attractors and the Kentucky Reservoir fish attractor map 
is available at 
http://www.state.tn.us/twra/fish/Reservoir/TWRA_maps/
kylake.pdf.  We have also initiated a cypress tree 
planting project for Kentucky Reservoir – we are 
growing the trees to larger sizes and planting them on 
mud flats. 
 
We also surveyed reservoirs of Region I and identified 
the species and distribution of aquatic vegetation.  In 
general, aquatic vegetation growth has been much 
reduced since 2008 due primarily to high spring water 
levels.  Hydrilla sp distribution in Pickwick Reservoir 
has declined in 2009 – 2013.   Bottom tows in 2010 
showed much of the Hydrilla did not top-out and the 
high water conditions in Spring 2010 resulted in low 
densities.  During the surveys in 2013, Hydrilla sp was 
even less abundant and tow drags showed very low 
densities.  The same conditions existed on Kentucky 
Reservoir  
 
The silver carp populations continued to increase on the 
Mississippi River and sampling can be very dangerous.  
As reported last year, silver carp have been collected in 
all Mississippi River tributaries, below the spillway at 
Reelfoot Lake and below Cheatham Dam.  We have also 
collected silver carp below Pickwick Dam and 
commercial fishers have continued to collect 
bighead/silver carp in the Big Sandy area.  The Agency 
is currently working with commercial fishers and private 
industry to determine commercial sale of Asian carp to 
China or to local markets.  We have also assisted the 
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources in 
a “Carp Madness” tournament (held in early 2013).  
KDFWR is also in the process of planning another 
tournament for 2014. 
  
The stream crew completed assigned surveys (sampled 
30 streams and small rivers) and we are in the process of 
defining the “leading edge” of silver carp distribution in 
the major rivers, creeks, and streams feeding Kentucky 
Reservoir.  Silver carp have also been reported in 
Pickwick Reservoir 
  
Trap netting surveys are ongoing and electrofishing 
surveys showed good populations  of largemouth bass on 
Kentucky, Barkley, and Pickwick Reservoirs.  Although 
the low water levels at Reelfoot Lake continued to make 
sampling difficult we were able to conduct fall trap-
netting and electrofishing surveys this fall.. 
 
Sauger populations continued to decline below Pickwick 
Dam which is known as the sauger capital of the world.  
We initiated a sauger stocking program in 2011 and will 
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attempt to stock sauger in that area to boost the 
population.  Sauger seems to produce decent year classes 
but those fish are not recruiting to harvestable sizes and 
harvest rates remain below historical levels. 
 
The Fisheries Division has had its plate full this year 
with Asian carp reports.  Asian carp will be our biggest 
management issue for the future and we are working 
with private industry to develop harvest plans. 
 
Keep in touch and see you at the Chapter meeting. 
 
-- Tim Broadbent  
 
Region 3 Reservoir Fish Management 
 
Several routine data collections have been conducted in 
Region 3 reservoirs over the past year by the Region 3 
reservoir crew. Spring electrofishing surveys were 
completed on Dale Hollow, Center Hill and Parksville 
Reservoirs. A fall electrofishing survey was concluded 
on Great Falls Reservoir as well. Black bass and forage 
populations appear to have desirable densities and 
condition factors overall. The mild winters over the past 
years have certainly been a contributing factor to large 
populations of gizzard and threadfin shad populations 
within these impoundments.  
A reputable effort was put into surveying Dale Hollow 
Reservoir during the spring of 2013 with emphasis on 
the smallmouth bass population. A total of 310 
smallmouth bass were collected over two sampling 
efforts in pre-spring times. Besides normal population 
indices, this survey also served to evaluate the effects of 
a fish die-off that occurred during the summer of 2012 in 
which smallmouth bass made up the majority of the 
species observed. Other species observed in regards to 
the die off by our personnel and smallmouth bass 
confirmed by our creel clerk from mid-July to 
September. A press release was put out in the summer of 
2013 outlining smallmouth bass population status based 
on electrofishing surveys, die off implications, and creel 
summaries. The hot, dry summer of 2012 was most 
likely the catalyst or cause of this die-off as was true for 
many impoundments across the nation. All specimens 
sent off for testing were negative for parasites, bacteria, 
and diseases. Although our findings were not totally 
conclusive, some major concerns were ruled out. Please 
see the full press release at TnWildlife.org (Region 3) for 
all the details regarding this fish kill and current status of 
the smallmouth bass population within Dale Hollow 
Reservoir. 
Angling success for crappie was a banner year on the TN 
mainstem reservoirs as was predicted by our trapnetting 
surveys in the fall of 2010 which revealed great 
spawning success that spring. Both white and black 
crappie populations served the angling public well.  Our 
roving creel surveys confirmed great success for crappie 
this year as well. After several years of black crappie 
dominating the young-of-year age classes, white crappie 
dominated the spawn in 2010. Historically, large white 
crappie year classes within TN River impoundments 

have yielded the highest harvest numbers according to 
creel surveys.  
Additionally, angling for black bass has been great 
overall within the Region 3 reservoirs. Chickamauga 
Reservoir has taken center stage with its success in 
regards to big largemouth bass being caught. Record 
weights were recorded this year at tournaments held on 
Chickamauga with the largest being 44 lbs with a five 
fish limit, a national record! We collected fin clips from 
50 largemouth bass that weighted more than 8 lbs from 
individual and tournament catches for genetic analysis in 
2013. This information will be beneficial to evaluating 
an ongoing stocking program of Florida bass that started 
in the year 2000. Chickamauga Reservoir has also 
greatly benefited from an increase in aquatic vegetation, 
stable forage bases of shad, agreeable regulations, and 
annual stockings of Florida bass. Recently, B.A.S.S. has 
ranked Chickamauga Reservoir as 6th in the nation for 
largemouth bass fishing. There have been several 
articles, TV shows, interviews and tournaments 
associated with the success currently being witnessed at 
Chickamauga Reservoir. The stocking program will 
continue to be evaluated for long term effects and 
benefits. Original goals have already been met of 15% 
influence of Florida genes into the largemouth bass 
population in Chickamauga Reservoir.  We will be 
releasing a press release regarding our latest findings 
hopefully in November 2013. 
The dynamics of Parksville Reservoir species 
composition continues to abound. In 2001, our 
electrofishing surveys for the first time indicated a new 
comer to the reservoir. Alabama bass, as confirmed by 
genetic tests, our now dominating the black bass 
population here. Also, blueback herring have made their 
presence known over the past decade and we will be 
conducting surveys in the spring of 2014 to evaluate 
shad populations in Parksville. Currently, a scientific 
paper has been accepted outlining the findings and 
research in regards to the Alabama bass population in 
Parksville that is presumed to have been illegally 
stocked. 
The Region 3 Reservoir crew also had the unique 
opportunity of being a part of the NatGeoWild series 
“Monster Fish” with Zeb Hogan. In the opening episode 
of 2013, a story about monster catfish debuted in which 
the reservoir crew helped with collecting large catfish 
via gillnets and electrofishing below Watts Bar Dam 
(Chickamauga Reservoir) in the summer of 2012. The 
story sought to confirm or deny the age old rumors about 
“catfish being as large as volkswagons” in the rivers near 
the dams. We were able to collect several catfish for the 
show, one large blue and flathead catfish made the 
spotlight. 
We have completed several habitat enhancement projects 
on various reservoirs. Stake beds, brush piles, and PVC 
trees have been installed in an effort to provide refuge 
for juvenile fish and increased angling opportunities. 
These sites have been displayed on the TWRA website 
and the TWRA Facebook page with GPS coordinates.  
Our reservoir crew is also responsible for nearly 15 acres 
of fish hatchery ponds as well which are located at 
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Hiwassee Refuge and at the Sugar Creek facilities 
adjacent to Hiwassee River. Currently, “blacknose” 
black crappie are being raised at these facilities. Also, 
there are currently plans to expand at Sugar Creek with 
an addition of nearly 3 acres of hatchery pond space.  
Thanks to the continued dedication and success of our 
hatcheries and their crews across the state, fishing for 
walleye, blacknose crappie and striped bass in many of 
our reservoirs have been great in our reservoirs with 
annual stockings. A new walleye stocking program was 
initiated in Watts Bar Reservoir in 2011. Some sub-legal 
walleye have been observed in our data collections. 
Future sampling efforts will be conducted to evaluate 
success of this program which took the place of the 
sauger stocking program historically on this reservoir. 
In the future, more research, in addition to our normal 
surveys and data collections, is planned for the Region 3 
reservoir crew in some specific areas: 1) Continued 
evaluation of the invasive Alabama bass and blueback 
herring populations in Parksville Reservoir 2) Catfish 
population data from some TN River impoundments 3) 
Walleye population (stocked in 2011) status in Watts Bar 
4) Evaluation and continuation of angler attitude surveys 
via roving creel 5) Florida bass stocking program in 
Chickamauga Reservoir. 6) Habitat enhancement 
projects 7) Fish culture facility renovations and 
advancements. We look forward to reporting our 
findings. 
 
- -Mike Jolley, Reservoir Manager/Biologist 
 
 
2013 Tennessee CFI Report 
 
Conservation Fisheries, Inc. (CFI) continues to 
propagate, stock, and monitor smoky and yellowfin 
madtoms, Citico darters, and spotfin chubs in Tellico 
River. Monitoring found evidence of reproduction and 
good numbers of smokies & Citico darters, but the only 
yellowfins observed were dispersal age early juveniles in 
a remnant nest. Spotfin chubs were observed at 
numerous sites spanning five river miles, two miles 
above and below the stocked reach, a dramatic increase 
over all prior years’ observations. Monitoring of Citico 
Creek detected no significant population changes of the 
darter and madtoms. Monitoring restored Citico darter 
and smoky and yellowfin madtom populations in 
Abrams Creek was continued a second year with Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park, completed the day 
before the government shutdown! Results were similar 
to the first year and the protocol has been initiated at two 
sites in Citico Creek, with plans for expansion there and 
in Tellico River in order to eventually compare all 
populations more quantitatively. 
 
Efforts to propagate and restore Emory River spotfin 
chubs and Elk River boulder darters to Shoal Creek 
continue. TVA has provided support for monitoring as 
well as controlled hatchery experiments at CFI (gasp!) 
exposing boulder darter eggs and larvae to temperature 
regimes closely mimicking cold tailwater releases. 

 
None of the 336 juvenile Conasauga logperch 
propagated, tagged, and released last year to the 
Conasauga River were detected (with certainty) during 
surveys conducted this year. Suspiciously “familiar” 
individuals were observed (based on unusual pigment 
patterns), but were either imposters or had lost their VIE 
tags. In aquaria, the tags are still visible on siblings of 
the released fish, but we wonder whether sunlight might 
degrade the tags on fish in the wild…  
 
Hatchery spawning and rearing included the following 
additional species/populations in 2013: greenside darter 
(to serve as imperiled mussel hosts), blackside dace (see 
below), marbled darter, Barrens topminnow, wounded 
darter, ashy darter, slackwater darters, spring pygmy 
sunfish, Kentucky arrow darter, Cumberland darter, 
upper Allegheny R (PA) gilt darters, and diamond 
darters (again unsuccessful!). 
 
CFI contributed to a special issue of Southeastern 
Naturalist on blackside dace, Chrosomus 
cumberlandensis, including the cover photo of spawning 
dace at the hatchery: 
http://www.eaglehill.us/SENAonline/articles/SENA-sp-
4/01-Front%20Cover-sp-4.shtml. We also conducted 
controlled toxicity tests on eggs and larvae in the 
hatchery (gasp again!) with waters reconstituted to 
evaluate the effects of fracking wastewater components. 
 
Website info: www.conservationfisheries.org & 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Conservation-
Fisheries/377299094501 
 
-- Pat Rakes, Conservation Fisheries Inc.         
 
Lake Sturgeon Monitoring 2013 
 

 
 
Participants were UTK, USFWS, TWRA, TVA, TNACI, 
TN Aquarium, TTU, CFI and Ed Scott (TVA-Retired). 
Trot lines were set throughout the TN River system 
totaling approximately 9100 hook-nights. Lake Sturgeon 
were caught at Fort Loudoun, Watts Bar and 
Chickamauga Reservoirs ranging from 596 – 1244mm 
(23.5 – 49 inches) and from 0.8 – 5.35kg (1.8 – 11.8 
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lbs.).  Twenty six were captured, with one tail-hook 
mortality and 23 were tagged with acoustic tags with 
3.5-6 year expected life. An array of 19 listening stations 
(VEMCO receivers) set from Chattanooga to the Holston 
and French Broad Rivers. 
 
-- Mark Cantrell, USFWS 
 
Federally Listed Dace 
 
On August 30, 2013, the journal Southeastern Naturalist 
published a special issue on Chrosomus cumberlandensis 
(Blackside Dace), a federally listed stream fish that 
occurs in Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia. The 
volume contains 12 research articles by 28 authors plus a 
foreword by Wayne Starnes. AFS folks can request pdf 
reprints of selected articles or print copies of the whole 
volume from Hayden Mattingly 
(HMattingly@tntech.edu). The table of contents and first 
pages of each article can be found at the journal's 
website: 
http://www.eaglehill.us/programs/journals/sena/southeas
tern-naturalist.shtml 
 
-- Hayden Mattingly 
 
2013 Report from PAEC  
 
Parham & Associates Environmental Consulting (PAEC) 
has enjoyed another year of working on a diverse range 
of projects. We continued a series of database and GIS 
projects focused on documenting the occurrence and 
improvement the management of aquatic species in 
Hawaii and other Pacific Island streams. We were 
involved in a hydropower relicensing project in Kauai 
where we estimated the impact of hydropower facility on 
native biodiversity. We also completed a project on the 
Platte River in Nebraska associated with instream flow 
determination. Dr. Ed Peters presented some of the 
results of this project at the National AFS conference in 
Little Rock, AR. 
Of interest to local Tennessee work, we have been 
working with Dr. Paul Ayers and his students at the 
University of Tennessee on the multi-attribute stream 
video surveying methods. By using the new technique 
which integrates GPS, video, depth, water chemistry, 
and side-scan sensors, it is now feasible to survey many 
miles of stream (10 to 15 miles typically) in a single day 
with data collected approximately every meter. This new 
surveying approach can rapidly and cost-effectively 
transform the data-poor stream reaches into multi-
attribute, high-resolution maps of the stream, stream 
channel, and water quality conditions. Our focus has 
been to develop the software to improve classification 
and visualization of the data collected in the stream. This 
has been a very exciting collaboration and you can see or 
read more about the work here:  
Link to Video: ParhamEnvironmental.com/high-
definition-stream-survey/ 
 

Latest General Application Article: 
http://www.kelmanonline.com/httpdocs/files/KYTNWE
A/streamlines2013issue2/files/15.html 
 
The multi-attribute stream surveys are a big 
improvement on traditional survey techniques and their 
use is spreading quickly. This technique has been used in 
Tennessee and a number of nearby states and it looks 
like it will even be used in collaboration with researchers 
in New Caledonia to help mitigate the impacts of nickel 
mining on their stream systems. That should be a fun 
research trip! 
 
For more information please contact: 
Dr. James Parham 
President, Parham & Associates Environmental 
Consulting 
615-461-0010  
www.ParhamEnvironmental.com 
 
--Jim Parham 
 
 
Pigeon River Recovery Project 
Update November 2013 
 
The 2013 field season began with a wet spring and 
continued into the summer. East Tennessee had over 10 
inches of rain surplus by July, This made collecting and 
monitoring efforts in Tennessee and Western North 
Carolina very difficult if not impossible on some 
streams. 
 
Spring Re-introductions 
In April, all streams were at bank full so efforts were 
concentrated on small streams and creeks. We partnered 
with the Richland Creek Re-introduction Project (RCRP) 
folks in NC again this year collecting fish for both 
projects at mutual collection sites. For the PRRP, we 
collected Gilt Darters (73), Banded Darters (60), Bigeye 
Chubs (28) and Highland Shiners (36). Gilt darters were 
released at a new site on Jonathan Creek, Banded Darters 
went to the Richland Creek Walnut Trail site, while the 
Bigeye Chubs and Highland Shiners slid into the Pigeon 
River at the mouth of Crabtree Creek. The RCRP netted 
Warpaint Shiners (511), Saffron Shiners (138), Mirror 
Shiners (114), Tennessee Shiners (327), Telescope 
Shiners (17), River Chubs (661), Mottled Sculpin (72), 
Greenfin Darters (567), Fantail Darters (1,011), and 
Tuckasegee Darters (60). 
 
The Golden Redhorse, Moxostoma erythrurum, is the 
newest candidate for re-introduction into the Pigeon 
River in NC. They occur in good numbers in the Pigeon 
in TN and it is hoped that there are enough to create a 
population upstream of Waterville Reservoir (Walters 
Lake). Three sites were selected to sample based on 
previous years of IBI data; Tannery Island at PRM 8.5, 
tomato fields at PRM 10.3, and Denton at PRM 16.5. On 
April 18, 2013, all 3 sites were sampled by NCWRC 
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(Fraley, Russ, Penland) using their shock boat. Golden 
Redhorse (3) were only located at PRM 10.3. These 
were loaded into the UT truck hauling tank then 
transported to the Iron Tree Golf Course site, PRM 52.3, 
and released. The plan was to net more fish during the 
annual IBIs in July. Unfortunately, frequent rain and 
high flows cancelled all attempts. We will try again in 
2014. 
 
The PRRP in TN couldn’t get into the French Broad at 
Campbell Island until June and only then with the help 
of the TVA Reservoir Operations folks. Collecting was 
restricted to the right half of the river because recent 
rains kept the flow higher than usual. We collected the 
greatest number of Mountain Madtoms since 2010 with 
233 fish. Bluebreast darters that are always collected at 
the same time were few (9) as their habitat was too deep 
to access. 
 
Monitoring Surveys 
A monitoring survey was conducted in May on the 
Pigeon River at the mouth of Cosby Creek. This is one 
of two active sites used for re-introductions. Both sites 
are upstream of the crop fields and their run-off. No re-
introduced fish were observed. In NC, monitoring was 
limited to tributaries of the Pigeon River due to the high 
stream flows. Richland Creek was surveyed at two sites. 
Banded Darters (16), Gilt Darters (14) and Silver Shiners 
(183) were located at both sites, many darters not 
sporting a tag, an encouraging sign! 
Mussel monitoring began in May in TN at PRM 13.7 (at 
the mouth of Cosby Creek). In 3 man-hours, 2 live and 2 
dead Purple Wartyback mussels were observed. Dr. 
Mike McKinney’s site at Denton, PRM 17.3 was 
surveyed in June, for 30 man-hours and with a yield of 
19 live and 13 dead Pimpleback mussels and, 35 live and 
8 dead Purple Wartybacks. Measurements were taken on 
all live specimens. The large majority showed no 
significant growth. It is not clear that either species is 
doing well. The small number of live individuals may 
have resulted from many individuals being transported 
downstream especially with the high river flows this past 
winter and spring. Plans are to continue monitoring this 
site and to monitor downstream as well. 
Mussel monitoring in NC was completed in September, 
before the 2013 re-introductions. No previously stocked 
mussels were located. More extensive monitoring will be 
conducted in 2014. 
 
Mussel Re-introductions  
With the help of Dave McKinney (TWRA), Steve 
Ahlstedt (USGS Retired) and Dr. Mike McKinney 
(UTK), mussel re-introductions and research have 
expanded in the Pigeon River in TN. In September, 808 
individual mussels , 9 species(species list, see summary) 
were transplanted near the mouth of Cosby Creek, PRM 
13.7. In October, to compare food availability between a 
known healthy mussel stream and the Pigeon River, 840 
(Wavyrayed Lampmussel/Cumberland Moccasinshell) 
individuals were split between the Pigeon and 
Nolichucky Rivers. Most were placed in mussel silos or 

cages, some were placed in the Nolichucky without 
containment. 
NCWRC folks, S. Fraley, T. Russ and T. Penland, 
stocked 691 propagated Wavyrayed Lampmussels in 
September in the Pigeon River just below the mouth of 
Richland Creek, PRM 54.5. This site is downstream of 
the 2011-2012 site , PRM 55.3. At the same time, 369 
Wavyrayed Lampmussels were stocked above the paper 
mill at PRM 65.5 to augment existing populations of 
Lampmussels. 

 
 
Fall Re-introductions 
Fall collections for the PRRP and RCRP were carried 
out during the first week of October. Rainfall and river 
flows had decreased throughout the watershed. PRRP 
netted and released Gilt Darters (176) which were 
stocked at a new site on Richland Creek just below the 
Lake Junaluska dam, Banded Darters (80) about half of 
which were released below the dam site and half at a 
new site on the Pigeon River upstream of Ferguson 
Bridge (PRM 48.5) and Mirror Shiners (307) released at  
the new site below the dam. Mountain Madtoms were 
collected from the French Broad at Huff Island as they 
were in the fall of 2012 but, numbers were very 
disappointing with only 19 individuals. It appeared that 
all species were at lower densities at this (only) French 
Broad site. Mountain Madtoms were released at the 
Vinson Island site, PRM 12.6 in TN. RCRP released all 
fish at sites above Lake Junaluska, and were as follows: 
Warpaint Shiners (1,065), Saffron Shiners (310), 
Tennessee Shiners (311), Rock Bass (23), Mottled 
Sculpin (596), Greenfin Darters (645), and Tuckasegee 
Darters (27). 
 
Progress Summary – PRRP 

• Re-introduced 20 species of fish,  more than 
39,000 individuals in TN/NC 

• Established populations of 6 species of fish : 
TN - Gilt Darter, Stripetail Darter, Mountain 
Brook Lamprey; NC -  Silver Shiner, Telescope 
Shiner, Tennessee Shiner 

• Reproduction occurring in 3 additional species: 
TN – Mountain Madtom; NC – Gilt Darter, 
Banded Darter 

• Re-introduced fish species are found in 30 
miles of the Pigeon River and 4 tributaries 
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(Richland  Cr., Crabtree Cr., Jonathan Cr., 
Fines Cr.) 

• Established 2 genera, Leptoxis spp., Pleurocera 
spp., of snails in TN covering 11 miles 

• Re-introduced 1 species, Wavyrayed 
Lampmussel, (listed as State Special Concern) 
propagated by NCWRC in NC; 9 species, 
Mucket, Purple Wartyback, Kidneyshell, 
Pimpleback, Cumberland Moccasinshell, 
Rainbow, Spike, Pocketbook, Wavyrayed 
Lampmussel,  in TN since 2010. None are listed 
species. 

 
Progress Summary –RCRP 

• 11 species re-introduced after four years, twice 
a year (April and Sep/Oct) 

• More than 21 thousand fish re-introduced 
• Successes: Warpaint shiner, River Chub, 

Mottled Sculpin, Greenfin Darter, Tuckasegee 
Darter,  and Fantail Darter 

• Too soon to tell: Saffron Shiner, Mirror Shiner, 
Tennessee Shiner, Telescope Shiner and Rock 
Bass 

• Richland Creek IBI scores using TVA IBI 
methodology: 

o 1997, 6 species, IBI = 30, Poor 
o 2008, 9 species, IBI = 30, Poor 
o 2010, 10 species, IBI = 32, Poor 
o 2011, 16 species, IBI = 40, Fair 
o 2013, 15 species, IBI = 42, Fair 

• A 12 point increase since 1997 and a 10 point 
increase since 2010 

 
 
Long Time Tennessee Fisheries 
Scientists Retire 
 
Two well-known and productive fisheries workers retire. 
Dr. Larry Wilson of UT’s Department of Forestry, 
Wildlife and Fisheries retired after almost 40 years this 
April but has not left the department. Dr. Wilson will be 
working part time for the next 2- 4 years on the Pigeon 
River Recovery Project. "Steve Moore after just over 30 
years with the National Park Service and a few with the 
Florida Fish and Game, Steve Moore has decided to 
retire from the National Park Service effective January 
11, 2014.  He is looking forward to spending more time 
with his wife and grandkids, hunting and fishing and 
building custom fishing rods.   
  
A retirement dinner for Steve is being planned 
somewhere in Sevierville, TN on Feb. 1, 2014 with more 
details to follow.  Those who have stories, pictures and 
other mementos from Steve’s career please send them in 
one-page format to Matt Kulp (Matt_Kulp@nps.gov). 
The page (should be 8-1/2x11 and may be two-sided) 
will be placed in a special book highlighting his career.  
 
--Richard Strange and Matt Kulp 

UT Faculty/Student News 
 
Dr. Brian Alford has joined the University of 
Tennessee‘s Department of Forestry, Wildlife and 
Fisheries. He joins us from the southern Louisiana as a 
Fisheries Biologist for the Louisiana Department of 
Wildlife and Fisheries. His new title is Assistant 
Professor in Fisheries Conservation and Management. 
He will be filling the slot left by Dr. Larry Wilson. UT 
Fisheries has two graduate students continuing their 
research. Melinda Bousfield is completing her 
dissertation on the analysis of macroinvertebrate data 
over time and, Phillip Harnage is completing his 
assessment of macroinvertebrate sampling protocols 
used to assess the health of the Pigeon River for his 
thesis. Dr. Mike McKinney, Director, Environmental 
Studies and Sustainability, has two students conducting 
research on mussel survival and growth in the Pigeon 
River. Chloe Ridings, an undergraduate, is comparing 
the survival and growth of mussels in the Pigeon River 
to those in the Nolichucky River using silos/cages. Laura 
Pullum, a Masters student, is looking at the effect of 
abrasion on the mortality of mussels in the Pigeon River. 
 
Thanks to all who submitted material for this 
newsletter.  Richard Strange, Editor 
 
 
Photos from SDAFS in Nashville! 
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